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ABSTRACT: Recently, filling zeolites with gaseous hydrocarbons at high
pressures in diamond anvil cells has been carried out to synthesize novel
polymer-guest/zeolite-host nanocomposites with potential, intriguing applica-
tions, although the small amount of materials, 10−7 cm3, severely limited true
technological exploitation. Here, liquid phenylacetylene, a much more practical
reactant, was polymerized in the 12 Å channels of the aluminophosphate Virginia
Polytechnic InstituteFive (VFI) at about 0.8 GPa and 140 °C, with large
volumes in the order of 0.6 cm3. The resulting polymer/VFI composite was
investigated by synchrotron X-ray diffraction and optical and 1H, 13C, and 27Al
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. The materials, consisting of disordered
π-conjugated polyphenylacetylene chains in the pores of VFI, were deposited on
quartz crystal microbalances and tested as gas sensors. We obtained promising
sensing performances to water and butanol vapors, attributed to the finely tuned
nanostructure of the composites. High-pressure synthesis is used here to obtain
an otherwise unattainable true technological material.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Since its advent more than one century ago, high pressure (P >
0.1 GPa) science and technology offered a versatile approach
to synthesize materials with unusual properties. For example,
by exploring ranges in the temperature−pressure space that are
outside the domain of conventional synthesis techniques, the
metallic phase of sulfur hydrides exhibiting superconductivity
up to 203 K was synthesized.1 Nonetheless, owing to
difficulties in recovering materials at room pressure and the
low production rate, the technological exploitation of high-
pressure materials is still limited to very few examples such as
low-density polyethylene,2 diamond,3 cubic boron nitride,4 and
maybe, potentially, carbon nanothreads.5 Here, we synthesized
a unique 1D polyphenylacetylene (PPhA)/aluminophosphate
nanocomposite with promising gas-sensing properties and
potential for large-scale production, where high pressure is the
unavoidable key enabling synthesis methodology.
PPhA is a π-conjugated system, which has potential

applications in organic electronics as a conductive polymer.
Polymerization of phenylacetylene (PhA) can be induced by
catalysts, temperature, and pressure (see ref 6 and references
therein) with some differences in the structure of the obtained
polymer in terms of the isomers and conformers present.

Polymerization under pressure in confined molecular systems
such as those inserted in zeolites can be used to select a
particular isomer with its unique associated physical properties.
In the case of acetylene polymerized in purely siliceous zeolites
at pressures of about 5 GPa, trans and cis isomers are obtained
selectively, depending on the zeolite pore topology.7,8 Density
functional theory calculations indicate that the trans isomer is
metallic, whereas the cis form is a narrow band gap
semiconductor.8 Preparing similar isolated, densely packed
polymeric chains featuring molecular-sized diameter is very
challenging due to the tendency of these chains to bend and
aggregate into fibers, hence losing the molecular size and the
related properties.9 Hence, the idea of confining single polymer
chains into the channels of host zeolites arose. These novel
hybrid polymer/host-zeolite materials should feature, in
principle, a unique combination of remarkable physical
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properties, such as a huge surface area of the host material joint
with quantum confinement of the π-conjugated polymer.
Examples and discussion on quantum confinement on similar
systems can be found elsewhere.8 These properties could be
expected to be strongly enhanced with respect to those of
polymers confined in other systems with larger pores such as
metal−organic frameworks10,11 or mesoporous materials.12,13

Such physical properties have strong potential for several
technological applications, such as those in the gas-sensing
field. Indeed, in this field, micro-/mesoconfinement of the
polymer appears to be an advantage. As a matter of fact, size
effects were widely reported in the literature, with improved
gas-sensing performance correlating well with decreasing
diameter of the polymer fibers14,15 and X-ray photoelectron
spectrometry showing that gaseous molecules penetrate in
PPhA up to a depth of about 2 nm.16,17

In the present study, we target the polymerization at
moderate high pressures and temperatures (i.e., compatible
with large-scale industrial production) of liquid PhA in the
channels of the aluminophosphate Virginia Polytechnic
InstituteFive (VFI), characterized by a hexagonal structure
with a 1D pore system with diameters of 12.7 Å, which are the
largest pores known for zeolites and aluminophosphates.
AlPO4-54·xH2O (hexagonal VFI structure) exhibits 1-D
hydrophilic pores along the c direction, in which H2O
molecules form a disordered hydrogen-bonded network.18,19

The pore water can be easily removed by exposing the material
to vacuum,20,21 leaving the 1-D nanochannels free for insertion
of guest molecules. The aluminophosphate framework is built
up of 4-, 6-, and 18-membered rings of alternating AlO6, AlO4,
and PO4 polyhedra, which constitute a host matrix. One-third
of the aluminum cations are octahedrally coordinated due to
the presence of two H2O molecules in their coordination
sphere. In fact, VFI can, in principle, accommodate PPhA in its
large nanopores, while this polymer is not expected to fit the

smaller pores of purely siliceous zeolites. The novel nano-
composite materials were characterized by synchrotron X-ray
diffraction (XRD) and Raman, infrared (IR), and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. We further
deposited the prepared materials on quartz crystal micro-
balances (QCMs) to test their performance in gas sensors.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Material Synthesis Methodologies. The materials were

first studied in situ at high pressure and high temperature in
diamond anvil cells (DACs) using distinct synthesis protocols
(P−T paths), which led to very small volumes of the product
in the range of 10−7 cm3. After that, guided by the in situ
material characterization, large-volume samples (≤1 cm−3)
were prepared under optimized P−T conditions in a gas bomb
for the ex situ analysis to be performed on the samples
recovered under ambient conditions. In fact, while DACs
provide access to X-ray, IR, and visible radiation through the
diamonds, the large-volume cell (see “Large-volume synthesis”
in the Supporting Information) does not permit access for
these radiation probes. In both types of cells, partially
dehydrated VFI powder or single crystals were loaded in the
synthesis chamber together with purified and dried liquid PhA.
In one case, VFI was preloaded with purified dry PhA by direct
adsorption in the gas phase prior to loading it in the large-
volume cell together with additional liquid PhA. Bulk PPhA
samples were also prepared using purified−dehydrated dry
PhA for comparison. The large-volume nanocomposite
materials were obtained by pressurizing the initial VFI−PhA
mixtures to 0.6−0.8 GPa and heating them to 114−140 °C for
about 1−2 h, corresponding to the optimal P−T-time synthesis
conditions. A more detailed description of the synthesis
methodologies is reported in the “Materials and methods”
section from the Supporting Information, where we also show
how the synthesis protocol was optimized as a function of high

Figure 1. (a) Tracking in situ and in real time the polymerization process. Time evolution of in situ IR absorption spectra (30 μm beam spot)
measured on a VFI single crystal, which was loaded in a DAC and compressed in PhA at 0.75 GPa at 140 °C. Thin layers of pure PhA on the top
and bottom of the crystal contribute negligibly to the IR absorption signal. (b) Crystal structure of the VFI−PPhA composite. The observed and
calculated powder XRD pattern collected ex situ from the large-volume VFI−PPhA nanocomposite sample (blue tick marks) recovered after
compression of preloaded VFI in liquid PhA at 0.6 GPa and 130 °C for 45 min (λ = 0.4957 Å). Trace quantities of a hydrated impurity (AlPO4-H3,
red tick marks) were present as a secondary phase. Final agreement factors were Rp = 13.5%, Rwp = 11.9%, and R-bragg = 4.0%. Inset: unit cell
(outlined in black) and structure obtained by Rietveld refinement. The light-blue and purple polyhedra are the AlO4, AlO6, and PO4 units of VFI,
while the black circles in the pore indicate C atoms from the inserted polymer and any O atoms from H2O molecules.
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Figure 2. Ex situ NMR spectroscopy analysis of the polymerization process occurring in the large-volume VFI−PPhA sample. 1H NMR single-pulse
MAS spectra (νMAS = 17−18 kHz) of hydrated VFI, VFI−PPhA, preloaded VFI−PPhA, and bulk PPhA samples (a), where the symbols are
assigned by (*) 1H from the aromatic rings and (+) 1H from cyclohexadienyl defect groups from the PPhA polymer, (•) 1H from the physically
adsorbed H2O in the pores, and (O) the 1H from structural H2O linked to VIAl. 1H {27Al} TRAPDOR NMR experiments on VFI−PPhA (b). The
1H spectrum at the top corresponds to a Hahn echo with delays τ = 8.8 ms synchronized with MAS (νMAS = 18 kHz). The 1H spectrum in the
middle is obtained with additional 27Al irradiation during the first echo delay. The difference between both spectra is presented at the bottom.
1H−1H 2D exchange NMR spectrum of the VFI−PPhA sample (c) obtained for a long mixing time τm = 300 ms (νMAS = 18 kHz).
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pressures and temperatures, which are mandatory for obtaining
the maximum filling of VFI by PhA and for activating the
polymerization of PhA without affecting the stability of the VFI
host structure.
In Situ XRD and IR Studies of Material Synthesis.

Crystalline VFI was observed to be stable in the pressure (P)
domain investigated at room temperature (T) based on XRD
data of VFI compressed in PhA in the DAC, Figure S4 (section
“In situ high-pressure measurements using diamond anvil cells”
in the Supporting Information). The measured unit cell
parameters and volume are clearly higher than those of empty
VFI, indicating the pressure-induced pore filling21 and,
consequently, that high pressure is a mandatory tool for the
purpose of synthesizing PPhA in the VFI micropores.
IR spectroscopy was used to identify the chemical nature of

the PPhA polymer synthesized in the VFI channels. IR spectra
of a VFI single crystal compressed in PhA in a DAC at 0.75
GPa and 140 °C enabled the in situ polymerization of the
inserted monomer to be followed as a function of time, Figure
1a. Indeed, the C−H stretching band at 3300 cm−1 for
monomeric sp carbon is drastically reduced in intensity during
the thermal treatment. This is accompanied by an intensity
increase at 3100−3000 cm−1 where C−H stretching vibrations
from sp2 carbon are typically found, signaling the formation of
the 1D-conjugated ···−CC−CC−CC−CC−··· back-
bone of PPhA, which is a 1D polyacetylene-like chain where
half of the hydrogen atoms are substituted by phenyl groups.
The C−H stretching signature of this skeleton partially
overlaps with that of the aromatic phenyl groups of both
molecular and polymeric PhA (also at 3100−3000 cm−1),
which are substantially unaltered during the polymerization
process. In particular, a sharp peak at around 3027 cm−1

increases, which again is the sign of a 1D-conjugated system of
sp2 carbon. An intensity increase at 3000−2800 cm−1 is also
observed, due to C−H stretching modes of saturated sp3 C
defects.
Large-Volume Synthesis and Ex Situ Material Char-

acterization by XRD and IR, Raman, and NMR Spec-
troscopy. The XRD pattern of an orange-yellow, large-volume
sample (VFI preloaded with PhA) after treatment at 0.6 GPa
and 130 °C, whose color indicated that a π-conjugated
polymer was indeed formed from PhA, was measured on the
Xpress beamline (Elettra). Rietveld refinements were per-
formed using a starting model for the Al−O−P framework
taken from previous studies.18,19 Fourier difference synthesis
was used to locate guest atoms in the pores. Only the
occupation factors of the guest atoms were refined. Agreement
factors were strongly improved by considering a filled model
compared to the empty one. Partial rehydration had occurred,
giving rise to fully occupied sites in the octahedra with
structural H2O. As in hydrated VFI, significant disorder is
observed for the guest species in the pores, which does not
allow the exact positions of the PPhA chains to be located
(Figure 1b, Table S2 in the Supporting Information). It is also
probable that there are some adsorbed H2O molecules
between the PPhA chains and the pore walls.
The large-volume VFI−PPhA nanocomposites were also

studied ex situ by IR and Raman spectroscopy (full details in
the section “Ex situ characterization of VFI−PPhA nano-
composites by XRD and IR, Raman, and NMR spectroscopy”
in the Supporting Information), as in situ high P−T synthesis
in DACs (see above), the polymerization of confined PhA is
almost complete after treatments at 0.6−0.8 GPa and 125−130

°C and the embedded polymer indeed consists of π-conjugated
PPhA chains with some sp3 C defects. Importantly, in all
recovered samples, partial rehydration was observed, corre-
sponding to some amount of water entering in between the
polymeric chains confined in VFI and the strongly hydrophilic
zeolite framework. This is a fundamental result in view of the
exploitation of these materials as gas sensors. It confirms that
gas molecules can access the inner volume of the VFI, where
they may interact with the target PPhA nanochains.
The large-volume VFI−PPhA nanocomposite samples were

investigated by 13C{1H} (see the section “Ex situ character-
ization of VFI−PPhA nanocomposites by XRD and IR, Raman,
and NMR spectroscopy” in the Supporting Information) and
1H solid-state NMR. Single-pulse 1H MAS NMR spectra are
presented in Figure 2a. Complex spectra were obtained with
both sharp and broad peaks. Additional measurements were
performed on bulk PPhA and on hydrated VFI. It can be seen
that the two broad peaks found for the bulk polymer are also
present in the VFI−PPhA samples along with the peaks of
physically adsorbed (δiso ≈ 5 ppm) and octahedral structural
H2O (δiso = 0.7−1.0 ppm) from the VFI host.22−24 The
physically adsorbed H2O peak was slightly weaker in the VFI−
PPhA sample than in hydrated VFI and much weaker in the
VFI−PPhA sample preloaded with the PhA vapor before the
high P−T synthesis, which can be linked to the partial
dehydration and rehydration process. Additional sharp peaks
are present in the spectra of the VFI−PPhA samples at δiso =
7.3−7.5 ppm and δiso = 3.6−4.0 ppm. These resonances can be
assigned to the protons of aromatic rings (*) and cyclo-
hexadienyl groups (+), respectively. The resonances at δiso =
3.6−4.0 ppm have been observed previously in certain PPhA
samples25 and correspond to terminal groups or defects in the
PPhA chains. The narrow linewidth of these peaks could be an
indication of a higher degree of mobility for these groups.
These peaks are significantly weaker in the preloaded sample,
indicating that the polymerization has occurred to a greater
extent (i.e., longer chains with less mobile aromatic groups)
and fewer defects are present. It will be shown below that a
contribution to the broad peaks arises from the polymer in the
pores of VFI. There is no evidence of the presence of the
remaining PhA monomer (δiso ≈ 3 ppm). This indicates that
full polymerization had occurred, in agreement with the IR and
Raman spectroscopy results.
Additional experiments were performed to probe the organic

species located inside the VFI pores in the non-preloaded
VFI−PPhA sample. 1H{27Al} TRAPDOR NMR experiments26

based on 1H−27Al dipolar coupling were performed to
investigate H−Al distances (<10 Å). The use of long delays
between 1H echo pulses insures an efficient dephasing effect
for the 27Al irradiation but acts as a T2 filter removing the
broad resonances with short 1H transverse relaxation times.
Nevertheless, the sharp peaks from the aromatic rings and the
cyclohexadienyl groups from the PPhA polymer and the
structural H2O were observed in the difference spectrum,
Figure 2b. This is evidence that these protons are located in
the pores of VFI. 1H−1H 2D exchange spectra allowing for
proton spin diffusion to proceed were also acquired to
determine which signals arise from the same phase in the 1−
100 nm scale range27 in the VFI−PPhA sample. For a long
mixing time, off-diagonal correlations are observed between
the resonances of aromatic (*) and cyclohexadienyl (+)
protons from the PPhA polymer and the adsorbed (•) and
structural (O) H2O protons from VFI (Figure 2c). It should be
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noted that the off-diagonal correlation with structural H2O
protons from VFI also concerns the broad resonance of
aromatic carbons in the PPhA polymer located at δiso ≈ 6.5
ppm. This is consistent with the polymerization taking place
inside the pores of VFI.
The combined NMR data are consistent with the polymer-

ization of PhA around and within the microstructure of
polycrystalline VFI, which consists of aggregated polycrystals
in a butterfly form made of 30 × 1 × 1 μm3 crystals with some
empty space between them. The inserted polymer corresponds
to PPhA with different amounts of cyclohexadienyl defects
depending on the degree of pore filling. A high degree of pore
filling obtained by preloading VFI in the vapor phase reduces
both the amount of defects in the confined polymer and the
water content due to rehydration.
Gas-Sensing Measurements. Gas-sensing tests were

carried out to investigate the potentialities of the VFI−PPhA
composite and to look for the contribution of the confined
PPhA chains. The behavior of the composite material is quite
complex; indeed, we may expect functionalities arising from
both VFI and PPhA. Diffusion and polarity effects are typically
invoked to explain the behavior of zeolite-based sensors,28

while polymers are usually reported to interact with the gases
via chemical reactions involving charge transfer or via weak
intermolecular forces such as H-bonding and π−π and dipole−
dipole interactions.15 QCM sensors have been functionalized
by the drop-casting method according to the procedure
described in the Supporting Information.
As an example, Figure 3a,b reports the sensor signal

measured with our three test samples, namely, the pristine
QCM sensor (QCM0) and the QCM sensor functionalized
with either the VFI powders (VFI) or the VFI−PPhA powders

(VFI−PPhA), against water and acetone vapors, both tested at
a partial pressure of 12% of their own saturated vapor pressure
(0.12p0).
A more complete overview of the sensing properties of these

materials can be observed in Figure 3c, which reports the
response pattern of the three sensors against the six vapors,
each measured at a 0.12p0 partial pressure. Three observations
can be made from this plot: (i) the response intensity of the
pristine QCM (QCM0) is much weaker than the response of
the functionalized devices, whichever the gas used. This can be
reasonably ascribed to the structural and morphological
features of both VFI and VFI−PPhA materials, namely, their
large surface area and the size of the isolated polymeric chains.
Indeed, although in our composite material, PPhA is present
both as isolated chains and as bulk structures, IR and NMR
spectroscopic investigations suggest that water molecules have
room to access the inner pores and that most of the PPhA is
inside the host cavities, hence in the nanostructured form.
Moreover, this latter form will benefit from the large surface
area of the porous inner volume of the host VFI crystals, in
contrast to the bulk phase, which will interact with gases only
through the much lower surface area given by the external area
of the grains. Based on the combination of these findings, we
may reasonably suggest that the PPhA contribution will mainly
arise from the target nanostructures rather than from the bulk.
(ii) Among the tested vapors, water induces the largest
response both in VFI and VFI−PPhA sensors. This may be
partially explained by considering the synergic action of the
hydrophilic properties of VFI with the PPhA affinity to this
molecule,16,25,29,30 but the aforementioned structural and
morphological features of our composite material are also
likely to play a role. Compared with the PPhA literature, in

Figure 3. Functional characterization of the prepared gas sensors. Time dependence of sensor responses (frequency shift, Δf) to vapors of acetone,
C3H6O, (a) and water, H2O, (b). Both compounds were tested at a concentration of 12% of their saturated vapor pressure. Polar plots of the
responses measured with sensors based on pristine QCM (QCM0), QCM functionalized with VFI powders (VFI), and QCM functionalized with
VFI−PPhA powders (VFI−PPhA) exposed to different vapors, each one tested at a concentration of 12% of its respective vapor pressure: sensor
response expressed as the absolute frequency shift, |Δf |, (c) and as frequency shift normalized to the shift measured with acetone (d).
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which a response of about 130 Hz to water vapors (0.15p0)
30

was achieved after morphological and compositional opti-
mization of the PPhA layer, the 239 ± 23 Hz shift recorded in
the present work with the VFI−PPhA sensors (0.12p0) is at
least competitive. (iii) VFI and VFI−PPhA feature different
response patterns, indicating the active role of PPhA in the
composite material. From the application viewpoint, this is a
fundamental characteristic. Indeed, since gas sensors are not
chemically selective, selectivity is achieved by integrating these
devices in more complex systems. The so-called electronic
nose is one of the most popular among these systems. It is
based on an array of different partially selective gas sensors,
combined with a pattern recognition software that correlates
the array response to the smelled atmospheres.31 The need for
sensors featuring different response patterns to chemicals is
probably among the largest stimuli for sensing oriented
materials science research.
To better visualize the partial specificity, it is worth

normalizing the response pattern to the response of a reference
compound, for example, acetone (Figure 3d). Expressing the
vapor amount as fractions of the respective vapor pressure p0
helps to gain further insights into the role played by the
nanostructured PPhA in the VFI−PPhA composite, in
particular, about the nonspecific partition of vapors into
polymers, which is often reported in the gas-sensing literature
when working with homologous analytes, such as alcohols.32 In
our case, the marked partial specificity to butanol finds neither
correspondence in the VFI sensor (Figure 3) nor in the PPhA
literature (see “Gas-sensing characterization” in the Supporting
Information), in which, however, our extreme lateral confine-
ment was never achieved. Hence, we find it reasonable to
ascribe this feature to the molecular-scale cross section of the
prepared PPhA chains.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We synthesized a novel π-conjugated polymer/porous
aluminophosphate nanocomposite of the guest PPhA/host
VFI type under moderately high P−T conditions of 0.8 GPa
and 140 °C. This P−T combination resulted to be the
optimum condition for three simultaneous mandatory require-
ments: (i) the maximum filling of VFI by the reacting PhA
monomer and, consequently, by the product PPhA polymer by
taking into account steric constraints, (ii) the almost complete
polymerization of the monomer, and (iii) the stability of the
host VFI framework for the inserted polymer with respect to
other microporous (such as AlPO4-8) and nonporous (such as
berlinite or tridymite) AlPO4 phases. VFI−PPhA nano-
composites are composed of PPhA confined in the VFI
scaffold. Our results demonstrate a new strategy/protocol to
synthesize isolated, single-chain nanostructured π-conjugated
polymers, nanoconfined in an insulating matrix. Such a novel
material and its synthesis protocol may be transferred to
industrial large-scale production through large-volume (cm3)
HP cells. Preliminary gas-sensing tests showed the potential-
ities of the prepared VFI−PPhA material in terms of sensitivity
and partial selectivity to water and butanol vapors, which can
be reasonably ascribed to the large surface area of the
composite and the extreme reduction of the PPhA chain cross
section.

■ METHODS
Material Synthesis in DACs. VFI powder or single crystals were

loaded in DACs along with a ruby pressure gauge in the hole of the

metal gasket, having a diameter and thickness of 150−250 and 30−50
μm, respectively. The open DAC together with the sample was
exposed to vacuum before being transferred to a glovebox under a
controlled Ar or N2 atmosphere. Purified and dried liquid PhA was
then added to the sample before the DAC was hermetically closed
inside the glovebox. A detailed description about the host material
and guest molecule preparation is found in the Supporting
Information (sections “Host material: dehydrated VFI” and “In situ
high pressure measurements using diamond anvil cells” in the
Supporting Information). This procedure was employed for the
samples studied by in situ XRD and IR spectroscopy.

Material Synthesis in Large-Volume Cells. As for the DAC
experiments, the VFI powder or single crystals, used for the larger-
volume experiments, were partially dehydrated in a glovebox entrance
chamber and placed inside a PTFE capsule with an internal volume of
0.58 cm3 and purified dry PhA was added under an Ar atmosphere in
the glovebox. See a more detailed description in the Supporting
Information (section “Large-volume synthesis: VFI−PPhA nano-
composite”). An additional sample was prepared from partially
dehydrated VFI, which had been preloaded with purified dry PhA by
direct adsorption in the gas phase and which was then introduced in
the glovebox in a sealed glass tube under argon and transferred to the
PTFE capsule with the addition of excess liquid PhA. The capsule was
placed in a high-pressure chamber equipped with a resistive heater,
which was pressurized to 0.6−0.8 GPa and heated to 114−140 °C for
about 1−2 h.

Optimization of the Synthesis Protocol. Experiments were
performed both in situ (at high P) and ex situ (samples recovered from
the DAC or large-volume device at ambient P) using synchrotron
XRD and IR on more than 20 distinct samples in order to establish
the best protocol for loading PhA in dehydrated VFI in the high-
pressure (HP) cells and to achieve full high P−T polymerization of
PhA in VFI without perturbing the phase of the host material. The
selected samples corresponding to these optimal conditions are
described in detail in this paper, in contrast to samples in which, for
example, no polymerization occurred at an insufficiently high
temperature (T < 110 °C) or for which transformation of VFI
occurred at either too high pressure (P > 1 GPa) or high temperature
(T > 150 °C). In addition, proper dehydration conditions of the
starting VFI phase such as the vacuum pressure range and the time
needed as described above are essential requirements (see ref 21) for
obtaining a VFI−PPhA nanocomposite with as much as ideal
structural and chemical properties. Applying pressure of a few tenths
of GPa to the PhA−VFI mixture was a necessary requirement to
achieve a complete filling of VFI by the monomer, while, at above 1
GPa, VFI undergoes a partial phase transition to the distinct porous-
phase AlPO4-8.

20

Since liquid monomeric PhA is chemically stable below 1 GPa at
room temperature, we heated the samples up to 130−140 °C, at
around 0.6−0.8 GPa, in order to activate the polymerization of PhA in
the initial PhA−VFI mixture within the timescale of a few hours or
less and thus found the optimal conditions for the synthesis of the
nanocomposite. On the other hand, at higher temperatures, VFI
underwent phase transition to stable nonporous berlinite and
tridymite forms of AlPO4.

Material Characterization Methods. Methods for XRD,
Raman, and IR spectroscopy, NMR, and gas-sensing tests are
described in the Supporting Information.

Gas-Sensing Characterization Methods. The setup and
measurement protocols adopted for gas-sensing tests are described
in the Supporting Information.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
*sı Supporting Information
The Supporting Information is available free of charge at
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsami.1c00625.
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